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Abstract 
Traditionally, ocean is seen as the source of inspiration in the quest for truth that 
denies the theory of worldview which is always related to myths and superstitions. 
Ocean has its advantage to tie relationship between nations, to form the will of 
togetherness, to understand each other as well as to generate wealth. It is priceless 
treasure which cannot be traded and changed. On the contrary, ocean can also be 
regarded as a conflict zone that has brought the fall of many ancient traditional 
civilizations and caused the distant relationship between nations. In relation to this, this 
article will review the importance of observation relating to maritime aspects of this 
region and the ability of maritime in re-uniting modern countries of South East Asia that 
have destroyed due to past colonization. To realize the mission and vision of uniting the 
nations of this region, a paradigm shift in the government policy as well as in the mind 
of the people should first be done, i.e. to see oceans as an uniting factor not as 
separator. In a bigger framework, all nations of this region should instil the 
determination and awareness that the historical and cultural maritime of Southeast Asia 
belongs to everybody and it is the joint heritage of every states and nations in this 
region. 
